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MINI POPPINS BAGS
 

Useful zipper top bag in two sizes.  Structural stays keep it in shape.
Lots of pockets on the inside keep everything organized. 

Great travel bag or sewing kit

Directions given are for non-directional print fabric. 
Fabric with a directional print may require more fabric (see below).

MATERIALS

FABRIC    Large          Small
Outside 
Bag Body, Sashing   ⅜ yard  ¼ yard
Note: If using directional print fabric, you will need enough fabric to cut the following
  2 rectangles       10½” tall x 16” wide      8½” tall x 16” wide
  2 strips        10” tall x 1¼” wide        8½” tall x 1¼” wide 
 

Inside 
Bag Body Lining, Sashing, Pockets ⅝ yard     ½ yard

Coordinating Fabric 
Handles, Bottom, Binding, Bows, Tabs ½ yard        ½ yard   

INTERFACING 
Bag Body:   Bosal’s IN-R-FORM PLUS - 18”x 58” 
    will make both large and small bags
  IN-R-FORM PLUS is a double-sided fusible foam interfacing
 

Bottoms:    Bosal’s CRAFTEX PLUS (20” wide)  ½ yard either size
 Or use pre-cut Craf-tex Plus Mini Poppins Bag Bottoms by Bosal
  CRAFTEX PLUS is a stiff double-sided fusible interfacing   
  

STAYS:  2 Stays included with the pattern.  
  Use two stays per bag. Stays also sold separately.

ZIPPER:  24” or 30” Handbag Zipper with double slides 
   (opens on both ends) will be cut to size 

MATCHING COTTON THREAD
Piecing thread to match all fabrics AND, for hand sewing, 12 weight cotton 
thread, by Aurifil or Sulky, matching COORDINATING FABRIC 

Other Tools: Sewing Machine, walking foot, sewing machine needles Microtex 90/14. 
Steam iron. Parchment paper or Teflon sheet. Scissors (both large 
and small), pins, Clover Wonder clips, paper, rotary mat, 60mm 
rotary cutter, acrylic rulers, chalk or Frixion pen, seam ripper, 
Milliner’s size 5 hand sewing needles, measuring tape. Template 
plastic optional.
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